Abstract

Background: In countries that have not implemented Electronic Health Records (EHR) comprehensively, international organizations are important steps in the development of EHR.

Aims: The objective of this study was to compare different dimensions of privacy in the EHR systems for the following standards organizations: ASTM, Health Level Seven (HL7), and International Organization for Standardization (ISO), in order to create a security and privacy model for EHR.

Methods: This study was done in two steps: 1) survey of standards organizations, and 2) compare standards in comparative tables.

Results: Overall standards 12, 1 and 5 were extracted from the ASTM, HL7 and ISO respectively.

Conclusions: Evidence shows that the goal of standards was to create EHR systems that identified not only the access level of users, but taking consent for reveal information of people and also approved data by authorized persons in secure framework. In this regard, ASTM looks comprehensive to the privacy issues, while ISO18308 focuses on security issues and data interoperability simultaneously, while HI7 has emphasized access.
Introduction

In countries that either have not implemented electronic health records (EHR) comprehensively, or have had unsuccessful experiences with the implementation of EHR, utilizing the experiences of international organizations for the acceptance and incorporation of international standards are important steps in developing an EHR (1–3). However, using approved standards and modifying them according to the conditions and infrastructures of the country are key points for their successful implementation. Thus, it is necessary to assess the existing systems by current international standards and find practical solutions to close identified gaps before allocating resources.

Security and privacy are the key issues for EHR implementation systems. A literature review highlighted that technical and legal details, individual’s right to privacy and policy-making are the major challenges to the development of EHR systems in low- and middle-income countries (4–11). The objective of this paper was to study current international standards in order to create a security and privacy model for EHR. Therefore, the authors compared the different dimensions of privacy including access control, authentication / signature, consent, and security in EHR systems in the ASTM, Health Level Seven (HL7), and International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Standards 12, 1 and 5 were extracted from ASTM, HL7 and ISO respectively. Extracted standards were entered into comparison tables and evaluated in terms of number, diversity and content (Table 1).

Security and privacy
According to ASTM, guidelines must be established that all patients and healthcare providers become aware of the content of their EHR. In contrast to ASTM, HL7 does not consider any guidelines in this subject, but addresses this issue through various standards with regard to the exchange of data. However, ISO's stated key guidelines in terms of security include; validation, data integration, confidentiality and audit. In addition, ISO 18308 requirements cover legal and ethical aspects of personal information as one of the main prerequisites for the development of EHR.

**Access control**

ASTM recommends the management policy should contain licenses for authorized access. HL7 considers access control via different standards (14,15), while ISO suggests that guidelines are established to define, attach, modify and delete access to the EHR system.

**Authentication / signature**

According to ASTM, all data entries must be confirmed by the user identifiers. HL7 defines the vocabulary related to it and also the stated digital signature (16–18). However, according to ISO the authentication includes data source and user verification (19).

**Consent**

ASTM approves informed consent and recommends two types of consent; treatment and discharge consent. In HL7, the DC1.5 standard examines the creation, maintenance and verification for access to consents, licenses and advanced guides. ISO 18308 requirements also address this issue (20). Evidence suggests that Security and privacy under ASTM is approached as a comprehensive subject in security and privacy, access, electronic signature and consent issues. Moreover, ASTM has a more practical view on this by assigning category data into three categories; very restricted, restricted and usual control. HL7 has focuses on the subject of access, while ISO not only proposes requirements for security and privacy, access and consent in ISO18308, but also discusses the issue of forensic medicine and medical ethics.

**Conclusion**

ASTM is comprehensive with regard to the issue of privacy, but for forensic and medical ethics, ISO 18308 may be applied. Therefore, before any planning for the design and development of a national EHR, it is essential to consider the confidentiality and security subjects when examining the interoperability of data. In addition, it is important to note that such research in those countries that have not yet succeeded in implementing the EHR completely, will prevent duplication and save time and cost.
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